Development of myocardial fiber organization in the rat heart.
Confocal laser-scanning microscopy of phalloidine-stained actin fibers is a relatively new tool for studying the development of myocardial fiber organization. It seems to show orientation of myocytes in rather early embryonic stages. To further evaluate the differentiation of the myocardium, this technique was compared with transmission electron microscopy in rat embryos aged between 11 and 18 days. Although the confocal images of actin filament patterns pointed to early myocyte orientation, the electron micrographs revealed that even at 17 days the ventricular myocardium was far from mature. Myofibrils never completely filled the myocytes, and lack of organization was the rule rather than the exception. The organized structure as revealed by confocal microscopy was based on cell-to-cell continuity, whereas electron microscopy showed crossing and disarray within individual myocytes. Exceptions were in the ventricular trabeculations, which showed precocious myofiber differentiation. The trabeculations probably support ventricular systole in those stages in which the free walls do not yet provide efficient contractions. The other exception was the wall of the outflow tract, which showed well-oriented myofibrils from early stages onwards. Apparently, the outflow tract has a different function in these stages. The differences found between confocal microscopy and electron microscopy suggest that some caution is indicated in the interpretation of fluorescent images of relatively low magnification.